During the presentation I am going to report on the research contents and methods of my ERC Starting grant. A Raman method will be described which probes the development of the hydrogen bonds in water or alcohol containing fluid systems. From the measured development of the hydrogen bonds, information can be extracted whether or not the analyzed system features a structuration on the micro or nanoscale. Structures on such a small scale are not resolvable with conventional measurement techniques under process relevant conditions.

The Raman technique is then applied

- to study the working principle of chemical substances inhibiting or promoting the formation of gas hydrate particles (applications towards energy or CO₂ sequestration) [1]
- to analyze CO₂-based surfactant free microemulsion-like systems (application towards green particle technology) [2]
- and to quantify the lag between macro and micro mixing in compressed flows (application towards sprays/jets in compressed environments, such as Diesel or rocket engines and particle formation).

All these example applications have a structuration on the micro or nanoscale in common.